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Risk vs. Hazard
 Risk is a measure of the likelihood of the tree or a  

portion of the treeto fail. All trees pose some levelof  
risk.

 A Hazard involves a high level of Risk and a Target.
Targets include people or property that could be hurt
or damaged by atree.

 Today we are just looking at assessing tree risk and not
targets, so we are not discussing hazards.



Health vs. Structure
 Tree Health is a measure of the tree’s vigor or vitality,

the presence of pests or disease, suitability for a given
site.

 Tree Structure is a measure of the tree’s ability to
resist failure.

 A very unhealthy tree can be structurally sound for a
time. A very healthy tree can be structurally unsound.



Risk Continuum
 Tree Risk is not a yes or no question.

 There are no “safe” trees.

Risk



Observation vs. Diagnosis

 Today we are talking about Observing trees.

 Not Inspection or Diagnosis because we are not  
examining inside the tree or below the ground.

 There are tools and techniques available to determine  
conditions inside the tree and below the ground.

 Trained Arborists should be consulted for those  
services.



Risk Assessment Process

 Process or System for observing trees and their  
surroundings to evaluaterisk.



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
1. Tree Itself

 Species – wood strength, decay resistance, form,  
typical failure types

 Age or Size

 General Health



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
2. Location of theTree

 Exposure

 Soil Conditions

 Rooting Space



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
3. Observable Defects

 Crown

 Structural Limbs

 Trunks

 Root Collar of Flare

 Roots

 Site



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
1. Tree Itself

2. Location of theTree

3. Observable Defects

These first three deal with placing the tree on the  

Risk Continuum.

Risk



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
4. Target

 Proximity – how close is thetarget

 Exposure – how often is the targetpresent

This is where you determine if the tree poses a Hazard



Factors to Consider for Every Tree
5. Risk Tolerance

This is where you and the Landowner determine how  
soon the risk will beaddressed

Tree Risk  
Tolerance

I would  
rather die

Cut ‘em  
all down



Tree Assessment Process

 Your process should be Thorough andRepeatable

 You must look all the way Around the tree

 I recommend starting at the top and working down



Tree Assessment Process
1. Crown

 Dead or broken branches

 Crown shape - Lopsided?

 Symptoms of decline or pests or disease

 Weak branch attachments or rubbingbranches

 Improper pruning











Tree Assessment Process
2. Structural Branches

 Dead or broken branches

 Weak attachments

 Improper pruning

 Loose or missing bark

 Symptoms of decay

 Cavities orcracks

















Hypoxylon Canker



Tree Assessment Process
3. Trunks

 Leaning vs. Slowly falling

 Narrow crotches

 Loose or missing bark

 Symptoms of decay

 Cavities orcracks





Tree Assessment Process
 Leaning vs. Slowlyfalling

 Trees develop strength inresistance to stress

 Trees add strength by adding wood, by growinglarger

 Tree growth only happens during the growing season

 The more years a tree remains leaning, the more  
strength it develops to support that lean.

 A tree that suddenly starts to lean or where the lean  
increases does not have additional strength to support  
itself and is at higher risk of failure.

































Tree Assessment Process
4. Root Flare orCollar

 Poor structure – not present or not evenly distributed

 Girdling Roots

 Loose or missing bark

 Symptoms of decay

 Cavities





Tree Assessment Process
5. Roots

 Damaged roots

 Restricted rooting space

 Fruiting bodies of fungi











Tree Assessment Process
5. Site

 Exposure, changes toexposure

 Changes to theground

 Soil Conditions

 Soil type

 Drainage

 Similar trees nearby
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